Mad maze

Age 4-6

Can you help Wele find the right road
so the fire engine can put out the grass
fire caused by the disposable BBQ?

Top BBQ safety tips:
1. Never play near the barbecue.
2. Tell adults that the barbecue must be
well away from sheds, fences and trees.
3. Tell adults they shouldn’t risk having a
barbeque in the countryside as it can
easily spread and cause damage.

4. Make sure an adult is always
looking after the barbecue.
5. Tell adults they should have
a bucket of water nearby, in
case of an emergency.
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Age 7-8

Can you choose the right missing
word for each blank space?

Missing words:

To enjoy summer safely

Barbeque
Fires
Glass

Rubbish
999

Take your ________________ home or put in a nearby bin.

Don’t leave bottles lying on the ground. Sunlight shining through
________________ can start a fire.

Avoid using open ________________ in the countryside.

If you enjoy the outdoors, don’t use a disposable _______________
– it can easily set fire to the ground and spread.

Don’t attempt to tackle fires. Leave the area as soon as
Fire &
Rescue

possible and call ________________ .

Fishing fun

Age 4-6

Can you work out which fishing
rod has caught the fish?
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Remember to keep safe when you are by water:
1. Always keep away from the edge.
2. Rivers, canals and lakes can be

extremely cold even on a really hot
day so don’t be tempted to take a
swim, the cold water can be very
dangerous. You should only swim in
a supervised swimming pool.

3. Don’t take the risk of swimming
in open water, under water
currents can quickly pull you
away from the shore even if the
surface looks calm.

4. Call 999 if someone is in danger
in the water.
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Age 7-8

Can you decode the jumbled
words using the code tables?

UHTM = ______________

KBOXK = ______________

ETDX = ______________

LXT = ______________

EBYX CTVDXM = ______________

LPBF = ______________

EBYZ ZNTKW = ______________

PTMXK = ______________

IHHE = ______________

Remember to keep safe when you are by water:
1. Always keep away from the edge.
2. Rivers, canals and lakes can be

extremely cold even on a really hot
day so don’t be tempted to take a
swim, the cold water can be very
dangerous. You should only swim in
a supervised swimming pool.

3. Don’t take the risk of swimming
in open water, under water
currents can quickly pull you
away from the shore even if the
surface looks calm.

4. Call 999 if someone is in danger
in the water.
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No peeking!

Outdoor spaces

Mad maze

To enjoy summer safely:
Take your RUBBISH home or put in a
nearby bin
Don’t leave bottles lying on the ground.
Sunlight shining through GLASS can start
a fire
Avoid using open FIRES in the countryside
If you enjoy the outdoors, don’t use a
disposable BARBEQUE. – it can easily set
fire to the ground and spread
Don’t attempt to tackle fires. Leave the
area as soon as possible and call 999

Fishing fun

Cool codes for
water safety
UHTM = BOAT
ETDX = LAKE
EBYX CTVDXM = LIFE JACKET
EBYZ ZNTKW = LIFE GUARD
IHHE = POOL
Fishing rod 3

KBOXK = RIVER
LXT = SEA
LPBF = SWIM
PTMXK = WATER

Fire &
Rescue

